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Real Leaders Don't Boss: Inspire, Motivate, and Earn Respect from Employees and Watch Your Organization SoarCareer Press, 2012

	"...throw away the heavy textbooks and get set for some real-world wisdom from someone who has been there and done it..."

	--Mike McCurry, White House Press Secretary for President Clinton, Principal, Public Strategies Washington, Inc.

	

	"Ritch has deep leadership knowledge and experience, and this book...
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Business Communication: Process and Product (with meguffey.com Printed Access Card), 7th EditionSouth-Western College, 2010

	BUSINESS COMMUNICATION: PROCESS AND PRODUCT, 7 is designed to prepare students for success in today's digital workplace as well as tips on job searching skills. The textbook and accompanying Web site explains the basics of communicating in the workplace, working in teams, how to being a good listener and understanding business etiquette....
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Corporate Real Estate Management (essentials)Springer, 2020

	Thomas Glatte provides a comprehensive view on the essentials of corporate real estate management (CREM). The author explains in the influence of corporate strategies on real estate strategies for non-property-companies as well as the importance of corporate real estate portfolios, the set-up of CREM organizations and the...
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Technical Writing for SuccessSouth-Western College, 2010

	Taking an applied approach to teaching workplace writing, TECHNICAL WRITING FOR SUCCESS 3E is a comprehensive text designed to focus on skills that employers demand in today's workplace--thinking, listening, composing, revising, and editing. Students are encouraged to acquire many workplace skills through integrated and applied...
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IBM SPSS Modeler CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 60 practical recipes to achieve better results using the experts' methods for data mining


	Overview

	
		Go beyond mere insight and build models than you can deploy in the day to day running of your business


	
		Save time and effort while getting more value from your...
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Lean from the Trenches: Managing Large-Scale Projects with KanbanPragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		You know the Agile and Lean development buzzwords, you've read the books. But when systems need a serious overhaul, you need to see how it works in real life, with real situations and people. Lean from the Trenches is all about actual practice. Every key point is illustrated with a photo or diagram, and anecdotes bring you...
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Equipped to Lead:  Managing People, Partners, Processes, and PerformanceMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	Unless you manage a hook-and-ladder company, your workday shouldn't be spent putting out fires. Yet leaders often spend most of their time running from crisis to crisis.


	In his groundbreaking New York Times bestseller Built to Serve, United Supermarkets CEO Dan Sanders showed how putting profi ts before people...
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Windows 10 Primer: What to Expect from Microsoft's New Operating SystemApress, 2015

	With Windows 10 arriving later in 2015, many questions remain to be answered, both for businesses and home users. Will it provide the compatibility of Windows XP, and the usability of Windows 7? Will it banish forever the problems associated with Windows 8? In this book, Windows expert, author and MVP Mike Halsey answers the questions you...
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The Soul of the Organization: How to Ignite Employee Engagement and Productivity at Every LevelApress, 2012

	Given the opportunity to describe Apple as a company in just a word or two, most would respond with adjectives like: Innovative. Design-conscious. Iconic. Some would probably even say: Secretive. But here's another: Soulful. Yes, Apple has a soul, and it is not alone in that respect. A select...
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SQL Server 2008 Administration: Real-World Skills for MCITP Certification and Beyond (Exams 70-432 and 70-450)Sybex, 2010

	The ideal on-the-job reference guide for SQL Server 2008 database administrators


	If you manage and administer SQL Server 2008 in the real world, you need this detailed guide at your desk. From planning to disaster recovery, this practical book explores tasks and scenarios that a working SQL Server DBA faces regularly and...
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Getting Started with Windows 8 Apps: A Guide to the Windows RuntimeO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The personal computer (PC), which first hit the market over 30 years ago, has undergone
	
		tectonic changes that, in turn, launched the PC era. PCs were primarily used in
	
		the workplace where software was simple and optimized for use with the keyboard;
	
		touching a screen was unheard of until recently. Slowly computers...
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Beyond E-LearningPfeiffer, 2005
"Marc Rosenberg has done such a wonderful job that I may replace all of my other books on e-learning, knowledge, and performance with this one book. Beyond E-Learning demonstrates how organizational leaders can take online learning to the next level—where it's seamlessly integrated into everything we do. Finally!"
—Marcia...
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